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Air Conflicts: Double 
Pack
© 2016 Kalypso Media
Experience explosive airborne 
action high in the skies over historic 

battlegrounds and set across two different wars. 
Air Conflicts: Double Pack combines Air Conflicts: 
Vietnam and Air Conflicts: Pacific Carriers in one 
high-octane package! In Air Conflicts: Vietnam, 
take your seat in the cockpit of various fighter 
planes and helicopters, and plunge straight into 
daredevil aerial battles above the jungles of 
Vietnam! Air Conflicts: Pacific Carriers then sees 
you step back into World War 2 and play your 
way through two distinct campaigns, either 
coordinating the defense of Pearl Harbor and 
the liberation of the Pacific Ocean by order of 
the USA, or winning honor and glory for the 
Japanese empire. Rated T.
P4-KM160910 PlayStation 4 $40

Among the Sleep
© 2016 soedesco
Among the Sleep is a horror game, 
played in first person from the 
perspective of a two-year-old child 

who wakes up in the middle of the night and 
starts looking for mommy. This is not a simple 
task. The house is full of scary sounds and 
strange shadows. Solve puzzles, hide from 
monsters, and waddle your way through your big 
house to get to safety. But most importantly, don’t 
forget to squeeze your teddy when the creepy 
sounds get especially scary. Rated T.
P4-SO160801 PlayStation 4 $20

Aragami: Collectors 
Edition
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
You, a once mighty warrior, have 
been summoned back from the dead 

by Yamiko, a noble girl from the sacred citadel 
of Kyuryu. Make your way through the heavily 
guarded city with Yamiko by your side as you 
uncover memories from your past life and 
ultimately decipher your connection with your 
summoner. As you advance you will need to use 
all your powers and wit to sneak past guards, 
teleport between shadows, create your own areas 
of darkness and strategically assassinate those 
who stand in your way. Rated M.
P4-MX161001 PlayStation 4 $30

Assault Suit Leynos
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Assault Suit Leynos is back and in 
high definition! As Earth reels from 
the impact of the fourth world 

war and dwindling resources, an uneasy truce 
between nations sees mankind reach for the 
stars. Colonies are settled, resources are mined 
and the future starts looking a little brighter. But 
just as peace finally seems possible, an unknown 
enemy emerges from the deepest region of space 
to threaten the very existence of humanity. Only 
one thing can stop them: deploy the Assault Suit 
Squadron! Rated E10.
P4-MX160920  PlayStation 4 $20

Assetto Corsa
© 2016 505 GaMes
Assetto Corsa ups the driving 
simulation stakes by emphasizing 
and focusing on pure physics realism, 

with precision accuracy across every aspect 
from the meticulousness car handling to the 
laser-measured tracks. The standout stars of the 
game are, of course, the cars. Assetto Corsa has 
partnered with the most prestigious automotive 
manufacturers to license life-like models of 
the genre’s biggest stars, from Ferrari to Fiat, 
McLaren to Mercedes, and Lamborghini to Lotus. 
Players are able to further deepen their playing 
experience by adjusting the handling and race 
set-up of each car. The overall racing experience 
can be further modified by adjusting everything 
from driver attributes to collision damage, to 
deliver a thrilling and true racing experience.
Rated E.
P4-FG160802 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-FG160802 Xbox One $50

Atari Flashback 
Classics: Volume 1
© 2016 atari
Players can experience Atari’s greatest 
hits with the benefit of today’s 

technology. This bundle includes Basketball, 
Blackjack, Centipede, Dodge ‘Em, Swordquest, and 
many more. Rated E.
P4-AT161002 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-AT161002 Xbox One $20

Atari Flashback 
Classics: Volume 2
© 2016 atari
Players can experience Atari’s greatest 
hits with the benefit of today’s 

technology. This bundle includes Concentration, 
Asteroids, Double Dunk, Super Breakout, and many 
more. Rated E.
P4-AT161003 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-AT161003 Xbox One $20

Attack on Titan
© 2016 KOEI
Attack on Titan follows the riveting 
story-line of the anime’s first season 
and focuses on the exploits of 

various key characters, putting the player in a 
position to relive its most shocking, courageous 
and exhilarating moments. It revolves around 
the story of three young people who survive 
the destruction of their walled city district by 
enormous, man-eating Titans and eventually go 
on to join the Scout Regiment in order to protect 
humanity from these overpowering foes. 
Rated M.
P4-KO160803 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO160803 Xbox One $60

Azure Striker Gunvolt: 
Striker Pack
© 2016 u&i entertainMent
The acclaimed action adventure 

Azure Striker Gunvolt is back and is now combined 
with Azure Striker Gunvolt 2 in one amazing game 
package. These incredible platforming games 
harken back to the Japanese classics of yesteryear 
with their great controls, crisp graphics, unique 
gameplay mechanics, memorable characters, and 
epic boss battles. Rated T.
3DS-UI161004 3DS  $30

Batman: Arkham VR
© 2016 Warner Bros.
Batman: Arkham VR immerses you 
in the Dark Knight’s Universe and 
redefines what it means to be the 

Batman. Experience Gotham City through the 
eyes of the World’s Greatest Detective in an all 
new Arkham mystery. PlayStation VR required 
to play this game. PlayStationVR headset and 
PlayStationCamera required and sold separately. 
Rated M.
PVR-WB161005 PlayStation 4VR $20

Battlefield 1
© 2016 electronic arts
Experience the dawn of all-out war in 
Battlefield 1. Fight your way through 
epic battles ranging from tight urban 

combat in a besieged French city to the heavily 
defended mountain forts in the Italian Alps or 
frantic combats in the deserts of Arabia. Discover 
a new world at war through an adventure-filled 
campaign, or join in epic multiplayer battles with 
up to 64 players, and adapt your tactics to the 
earth-shattering environments and destruction. 
Fight as infantry or take control of amazing 
vehicles on land, air and sea, from the tanks and 
bikes on the ground, to biplanes and gigantic 
battleships, and adapt your gameplay to the most 
dynamic battles in Battlefield history. Rated M.
P4-EA161000 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA161000 Xbox One $60
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Battlezone
© 2016 sony
Planet Earth, date unknown. 
Mankind teeters on the brink 
of extinction, enslaved by The 

Corporation. Humanity must retaliate with the 
most advanced weapon it has. YOU. Experience a 
thrilling campaign where different environments, 
enemies and mission types are blended together 
across a procedurally generated campaign map. 
No two playthroughs will ever be the same! 
PlayStation VR required to play this game. 
PlayStationVR headset and PlayStationCamera 
required and sold separately. Rated T.
PVR-SO161006 PlayStation 4VR $60

BioShock: The 
Collection
© 2016 taKe 2
BioShock: The Collection contains all 
single-player content from BioShock, 

BioShock 2, and BioShock Infinite, all single-player 
add-on content, the “Columbia’s Finest” pack, 
and Director’s Commentary: Imagining BioShock. 
Rated M.
P4-TK160903 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK160903 Xbox One $60

Corpse Party: Back to 
School Edition
© 2016 xseed
Mayu Suzumoto is transferring to a 

new high school, leaving behind her friends and 
home. To help her cope, her friend Ayumi has 
devised an innocent plan: the friends will come 
together to perform a charm which is supposed 
to bind all of its participants together as friends to 
the end. This does not go as expected. Following 
an intense earthquake, the group awakens to find 
themselves separated and trapped in an alternate 
reality version of their elementary school, a 
tragedy-stricken institution that once stood on the 
site of their own school but was torn down long 
ago. Here, the vengeful spirits of elementary-
aged children threaten their lives and their sanity, 
and the only hope of survival is to uncover the 
chilling details surrounding the murders of those 
trapped before them. Rated M.
3DS-XS160804 3DS  $50

Criminal Girls 2: Party 
Favors
© 2016 seGa
Return to the depths of Hell, 
and guide a brand-new group of 

Delinquents through the Reformation Program. 
This time around, there’s a twist. One of the girls 
in your group of seven isn’t quite what she seems. 
As you journey through the Hell Spire, you’ll 
have to deal with the seeds of mistrust as you 
struggle to unite your team and overcome their 
sins and the bonds of damnation. Rated M.
PV-SG161007 PlayStation Vita $40

Darksiders: 
Warmastered Edition
© 2016 nordic GaMes
Deceived by the forces of evil into 
prematurely bringing about the end 

of the world, War - the first Horseman of the 
Apocalypse - stands accused of breaking the 
sacred law by inciting a war between Heaven and 
Hell. In the slaughter that ensued, the demonic 
forces defeated the heavenly hosts and laid claim 
to the Earth. Brought before the sacred Charred 
Council, War is indicted for his crimes and 
stripped of his powers. Dishonored and facing 
his own death, War is given the opportunity to 
return to Earth to search for the truth and punish 
those responsible. Hunted by a vengeful group of 
Angels, War must take on the forces of Hell, forge 
uneasy alliances with the very demons he hunts, 
and journey across the ravaged remains of the 
Earth on his quest for vengeance and vindication. 
Rated M.
P4-NG161008 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-NG161008 Xbox One $20

Dead Rising
© 2016 capcoM
Frank West, a freelance 
photojournalist on the hunt for the 
scoop of a lifetime, pursues a juicy 

lead to a small suburban town only to find that it 
is being overrun by zombies! It’s a true struggle 
to survive the endless stream of enemies, but 
with full reign over an entire shopping center, 
Frank can utilize anything to fight off the flesh-
hungry mob and search for the truth behind the 
horrendous epidemic. Rated M.
P4-CP160911 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP160911 Xbox One $20

Dead Rising 2
© 2016 capcoM
In the sequel to the original Dead 
Rising, players step into the shoes 
of Chuck Greene, professional 

motorcycle racer. Surrounded by a horde of 
hungry zombies in the spectacular casino town 
of Fortune City, Chuck finds himself in a race 
against time to find Zombrex, the one thing that 
can keep Katey, his young daughter, alive. Can he 
protect her and make it out of Fortune City alive? 
Rated M.
P4-CP160912 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP160912 Xbox One $20

Deus Ex: Mankind 
Divided  
© 2016 square enix 
The year is 2029. Mechanically 

augmented humans have now been deemed 
outcasts, living a life of complete and total 
segregation from the rest of society. An 
experienced covert operative, Adam Jensen, is 
forced to operate in a world that has grown to 
despise his kind. Armed with a new arsenal of 
state-of-the-art weapons, he must choose the right 
approach, along with whom to trust, in order to 
unravel a vast worldwide conspiracy. Rated M.
P4-SE160805 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE160805 Xbox One $60

Disney Magical World 2
© 2016 nintendo
The follow up to the popular 
franchise lets players enjoy a variety 

of new adventures. There are six Disney-themed 
worlds, such as exploring the world of Disney 
Frozen, dancing with Disney princesses or 
soaring through special Magical Dream events. 
Players will encounter and interact with well-
known characters like Mickey Mouse, Minnie 
Mouse, Goofy, Elsa, Anna, Olaf, Ariel, Donald 
Duck and Daisy Duck. Rated E.
3DS-ND161009 3DS  $40

Dragon Ball Xenoverse 
2: Day One Edition
© 2016 naMco
Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 builds 
upon the highly popular Dragon 

Ball Xenoverse with enhanced graphics that will 
further immerse players into the largest and 
most detailed Dragon Ball world ever developed. 
Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2 will deliver a new hub 
city and the most character customization choices 
to date among a multitude of new features and 
special upgrades. Rated T.
P4-NM161001 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-NM161001 Xbox One $60

Dragon Quest Builders
© 2016 square enix
Generations ago, the realm of 
Alefgard was plunged into darkness 
when the hero fated to slay the 

terrible and treacherous Dragon lord, the ruler of 
all monsters, was instead tricked into joining him. 
Through this vile villain’s magical machinations, 
mankind was scattered to the winds and robbed 
of the power to build. With even the idea of 
creativity relegated to mere legend, the people of 
Alefgard wander the ruins of their former home, 
scrounging and scavenging in the dust to survive. 
But now, a legendary figure arises - a hero chosen 
by the Goddess herself - who sets out to return 
the power of creation to the people of Alefgard. 
Only when the wonder of imagination has been 
returned to the land will mankind be able to 
overthrow the evil Dragon lord once and for all! 
Rated E10.
P4-SE161010 PlayStation 4 $60
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Dragon Quest VII: 
Fragments of the 
Forgotten Past
© 2016 nintendo

You have always dreamed of being a fisherman 
just like your father. One day, you discover that 
the world once held much more than the single 
peaceful island you called home. Solve the 
mysteries of these continents so they will exist in 
your present. Uncover the puzzle shards to travel 
back in time and discover lost continents. If you 
can finish these tasks, the world you live in will 
be complete. Rated E10.
3DS-ND160913 3DS  $40

Driveclub VR
© 2016 sony
Strap into the driver’s seat to 
experience the rush of VR racing in 
the most powerful, high-end cars on 

the planet. Thunder across challenging tracks in 
a solo career, or with your friends in an online 
VR driving club. PlayStation VR required to 
play this game. PlayStationVR headset and 
PlayStationCamera required and sold separately. 
Rated E.
PVR-SO161011 PlayStation 4VR $40

Earth’s Dawn
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Earth’s Dawn is looming and the fate 
of the planet hangs in the balance! 
Sign up as a member of a squad 

of super-human soldiers powered by alien 
technology and fight to reclaim Earth from the 
alien invasion known as E.B.E before it’s too late. 
Packed with super-fast sci-fi action, Earth’s Dawn 
offers 2D side-scrolling gameplay in a beautiful 
hand-drawn style. Choose your own path 
through 100 missions, earn rewards by clearing 
them with style and discover new plot threads 
behind Earth’s counteroffensive, then fight huge 
bosses to crush the E.B.E. threat once and for all! 
Rated T.
P4-MG161012 PlayStation 4 $30

Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim 
Special Edition
© 2016 Bethesda
Winner of more than 200 Game 
of the Year Awards, Skyrim Special 

Edition brings the epic fantasy to life in 
stunning detail. The Special Edition includes 
the critically acclaimed game and add-ons with 
all-new features like remastered art and effects, 
volumetric god rays, dynamic depth of field, 
screen-space reflections, and more. New quests, 
environments, characters, dialogue, armor and 
weapons. There are no limits to what you can 
experience. Rated M.
P4-BT161005 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-BT161005 Xbox One $60

EVE: Valkyrie
© 2016 sony
Live out the fantasy and thrill of 
being an elite spaceship pilot in the 
sprawling sci-fi universe of EVE. 

Join the Valkyrie, an outlaw band of galactic 
pirates, and take up arms to claim what’s yours. 
Trade cannon fire for cash as you chase wealth 
and notoriety on the edge of space. Skill-based 
character progression and ship upgrades give 
you complete control over your pilot’s combat 
style. Stunning EVE Universe setting and deep 
backstory place you in a futuristic sci-fi world 
that becomes more than real.PlayStation VR 
required to play this game. PlayStationVR 
headset and PlayStationCamera required and 
sold separately. Rated T.
PVR-SO161013 PlayStation 4VR $60

Exist Archive: The Other 
End of the Sky
© 2016 aKsys
Twelve youths have reached 
an Underworld called “Planet 

Protolexa.” They have been granted immortality 
but possess the choice to be mortal again. 
Unfortunately only eleven individuals can be 
returned to Earth, leaving one to be lost forever to 
the Underworld. Rated T.
P4-AK161014 PlayStation 4 $60
PV-AK161014 PlayStation Vita $40

F1 2016  
© 2016 square enix 
Get ready to go deeper into the world 
of the most prestigious motorsport 
than ever before. F1 2016 is the official 

videogame of the 2016 FIA Formula One World 
Champsionship. The game includes the full 2016 
season calendar of 21 tracks, including the brand 
new Baku circuit in Azerbaijan, and the full roster 
of 22 drivers and 11 teams, including the new 
Haas F1 Team. Rated E.
P4-SE160806 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE160806 Xbox One

Farming Simulator 17
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Farming Simulator 17 is loaded with 
fresh surprises and enhanced features. 
Take on the challenging world of a 

modern day farmer by engaging in everyday 
activities such as planting and harvesting crops, 
selling produce in a dynamic marketplace, 
woodcutting, and more. You decide how you 
want to manage and grow your farm in a huge, 
open world! As your farming career progresses, 
you’ll take control of over one hundred real-
world farming vehicles and machines. Rated E.
P4-MX161015 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-MX161015 Xbox One $50

FIFA 17
© 2016 electronic arts
For the first time ever in FIFA, live 
your story on and off the pitch as the 
Premier League’s next rising star, Alex 

Hunter. Play on any club in the premier league, 
for authentic managers and alongside some of 
the best players on the planet. Experience brand 
new worlds in FIFA 17, all while navigating your 
way through the emotional highs and lows of The 
Journey. Rated E.
P3-EA160902 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-EA160902 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160902 Xbox One $60
X3-EA160902 Xbox 360  $60

Final Fantasy XV
© 2016 square enix
Get ready to be at the center of 
the ultimate fantasy adventure. 
Experience epic action-packed 

battles along your journey of discovery. You 
are Noctis, the Crown Prince of the Kingdom 
of Lucis, and your quest is to reclaim your 
homeland from the clutches of the imperial 
army. Joined by your closest friends, you will 
take the wheel and experience a voyage like no 
other, travelling through the breath-taking world 
of Eos encountering larger-than-life beasts and 
unforgiving enemies. You will learn to master 
the skills of weaponry and magic, channelling 
the power of your ancestors allowing you to 
effortlessly warp through the air in thrilling 
combat. Rated T.
P4-SE160901 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE160901 Xbox One $60

Forza Horizon 3
© 2016 Microsoft
You’re in charge of the Horizon 
Festival. Customize everything, hire 
and fire your friends, and explore 

Australia in over 350 of the world’s greatest cars. 
Make your Horizon the ultimate celebration of 
cars, music, and freedom of the open road. How 
you get there is up to you. Rated E.
X1-MS160904 Xbox One $60

Gears of War 4
© 2016 Microsoft
A new saga begins for one of the most 
acclaimed video game franchises in 
history. After narrowly escaping an 

attack on their village, JD Fenix and his friends, 
Kait and Del, must rescue the ones they love and 
discover the source of a monstrous new enemy. 
Rated M.
X1-MS161002 Xbox One $60
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God Eater 2: Rage Burst 
© 2016 naMco
A mysterious red rain sparks a fatal 
pandemic called the Black Plague. 

With no established cure, this scourge has a 
mortality rate of 100% once infected. Members 
of the Special Unit “Blood” are sent to assist and 
investigate. Take control of their newest recruit 
as you master incredible weaponry, challenge 
enormous monsters, and cooperate with an iconic 
cast of characters fighting for humanity. Rated T.
P4-NM160807 PlayStation 4 $60

Hatsune Miku: Project 
DIVA X 
© 2016 seGa
Hatsune Miku is back and bigger 
than ever in the  rhythm game, 

Hatsune Miku: Project DIVA X. For those new 
to Project DIVA, it is an addictive core rhythm 
game starring the digital singer, Hatsune Miku. 
Project DIVA X is driven forward though a 
narrative which centers on Miku and her friends 
undertaking various requests as they explore the 
five Clouds that make up their world. Rated T.
P4-SG160808 PlayStation 4 $50
PV-SG160808 PlayStation Vita $40

Infinite Air With Mark 
McMorris
© 2106 MaxiMuM GaMes
Explore a vast backcountry, fully 
customize your own mountain ranges 

and build your own parks in the most authentic 
snowboarding game ever created. With fluid, 
physics-driven control mechanics, procedural 
mountain generation and real-world competitions 
like Slope style, Half pipe and Big Air you’ll ride 
your way through infinite powder and realistic 
runs all the way to the top alongside pro boarder 
Mark Morris. Rated T.
P4-MX161016 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-MX161016 Xbox One $50

Just Dance 2017
© 2106 uBisoft
The dance floor is heating up with 
the greatest entry in the Just Dance 

franchise to date. Featuring over 40 of the 
hottest tracks on the planet, you’ll never miss a 
beat! Create workout routines and count calories 
burned with Sweat + Playlists, and dance with 
others and try to beat high scores in Just Dance 
mode. Rated E10.
P3-UB161017 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-UB161017 PlayStation 4 $50
WI-UB161017 Wii  $40
WU-UB161017 Wii U  $50
X1-UB161017 Xbox One $50
X3-UB161017 Xbox 360  $40

Just Sing
© 2016 uBisoft
Sing or lip-sync your way to stardom 
with Just Sing! Featuring an awesome 
tracklist, including smash hits from 

Sia, Justin Bieber, Meghan Trainor, and many 
more, you’ll always be in tune. With the free Just 
Sing Companion app, your smartphone is all you 
need to play. Simply download the app, pair it 
with your console, and instantly turn your phone 
into your microphone and camera. Easily create 
your own unforgettable music videos with up to 
three friends by seamlessly changing your themes 
and filters as you perform. Then save your video 
locally or share it with friends online. Rated E10.
P4-UB160915 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UB160915 Xbox One $30

Killer Instinct 
Definitive Edition
© 2016 Microsoft
Discover your Killer Instinct! Play 
the legendary fighting game with 

stunning visuals, over-the-top action, a wild 
cast of combatants, rocking reactive music, and 
C-C-C-COMBO BREAKERS! Includes all 26 
characters and 20 stages from Seasons 1-3, as 
well as Killer Instinct Classic 1&2. Explore the 
lore, characters and music of Killer Instinct with 
exclusive behind-the-scenes videos, artwork and 
an original game soundtrack. Rated M.
X1-MS160916 Xbox One $40

King of Fighters XIV
© 2016 atlus
This vaunted fighting game series 
enters a new evolution with The King 
of Fighters XIV thanks to series-first 

3D graphics. The classic 3 vs. 3 battle system is 
unchanged in KOF XIV but masters of the game 
will appreciate notable updates to the fighting 
engine. From streamlining controls to improving 
the Combo and MAX Mode mechanics, hardcore 
fans and newcomers can enjoy the most 
competitive, but accessible, game in KOF history. 
Rated T.
P4-AT160809 PlayStation 4 $60

The Legend of Heroes: 
Trails of Cold Steel 2
© 2016 xseed
Trails of Cold Steel 2 picks up one 
month after the decisive collision 

which changed the fate of the entire nation of 
Erebonia. The speedy, tactical turn-based combat 
with the newly-developed “ARCUS” system 
returns with all the bells and whistles players 
fondly remember together with a new Overdrive 
mode, new means of transportation both across 
the land and sky, new allies, new dangers, and a 
renewed sense of hope as Rean tirelessly works 
to right the wrongs that have led the country to 
disarray. Rated T.
P3-XS160917 PlayStation 3 $40
PV-XS160917 PlayStation Vita $40

Lego Harry Potter 
Collection
© 2106 Warner Bros.
The Lego Harry Potter Collection 
brings Lego Harry Potter: Years 1-4 

and Lego Harry Potter: Years 5-7 to the PlayStation 
4 platform. This compilation unites the creative 
prowess of Lego and the expansive world of 
Harry Potter, with an exciting journey full of 
spell-casting, potion-making, puzzle-solving, 
lessons, dueling and much more for players of all 
ages to enjoy. Rated E10.
P4-WB161018 PlayStation 4 $50

Loading Human
© 2106 MaxiMuM GaMes
Your dying father, an esteemed 
scientist, has summoned you to 
his Antarctic base to undergo 

an intensive interstellar quest: retrieve the 
Quintessence, an elusive energy source believed 
to stop death. Immerse your senses in this sci-fi 
action adventure with moral choices to make, 
elevated stakes, and a deep, episodic story that 
will allow you to truly live the game. PlayStation 
VR required to play this game. PlayStationVR 
headset required and sold separately. Rated T.
PVR-MX161019 PlayStation 4VR $40

Lumo
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Lumo is a classic isometric adventure 
with a modern twist that can be 
loved by gamers young and old alike! 

Lumo can be enjoyed by anyone looking for an 
absorbing, challenging and rewarding adventure. 
But for those who lived through the golden age 
of videogames – the 80s and early 90s – or know 
about the games and culture from that time, layer 
upon layer of nods, winks and touches to those 
times help build upon an experience that’s as 
heart-warming as it is exciting! With over 400 
rooms across four unique zones, six hidden mini-
games and all kinds of wonders to uncover, Lumo 
is a true voyage of discovery. How much you 
discover, of course, depends on how hard you 
look. Rated E10.
P4-MX161008 PlayStation 4 $30

Madden NFL 17  
© 2016 electronic arts
Take your team all the way in Madden 
NFL 17! Put yourself at the center of 
your team’s Championship run in 

Franchise mode, delivering all-new ways to play 
and more decisions to make. Driven by the most 
balanced gameplay yet, the deepest commentary 
in Madden NFL franchise history, along with fun 
and fresh ways to play modes such as Ultimate 
Team and Draft Champions, Madden NFL 17 is the 
most complete Madden ever. Rated E.
P3-EA160810 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-EA160810 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160810 Xbox One $60
X3-EA160810 Xbox 360  $60
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Mafia III  
© 2016 2K GaMes
1968. New Bordeaux. After years 
of combat in Vietnam, Lincoln Clay 
knows this truth: family isn’t who 

you’re born with, it’s who you die for. When his 
surrogate family, the black mob, is wiped out by 
the Italian Mafia, Lincoln builds a new family and 
blazes a path of military-grade revenge through 
the Mafioso responsible. Rated M.
TK161003  PC Software $60
P4-TK161003 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK161003 Xbox One $60

MeiQ: Labyrinth of 
Death
© 2016 idea factory
Suit up! A worldwide blackout 
means it’s time to put your dungeon-

crawling skills to the test. The rotation of the 
celestial bodies has ceased, and it’s up to you to 
make your way through the four tower mazes 
and set things in motion again in this challenging 
dungeon-crawling game. Your heroines will be 
joined in battle by giant mechanical Guardians, 
whose individual parts can be customized in 
multiple ways to suit your battle style against a 
multitude of elemental enemies! You must restart 
the world, and bring an end to this eternal night. 
That is your mission, and your destiny. Now, go 
forth on your journey. Go, Estra! Rated T.
PV-IF160918 PlayStation Vita $40

Metal Gear Solid V: The 
Definitive Experience
© 2016 KonaMi
Metal Gear Solid V: The Definitive 
Experience is the ultimate collection 

of the Metal Gear Solid V story. Players can 
experience the critically acclaimed games and all 
its content. The Definitive Experience features 
Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain, which has 
sold more than 6 million copies worldwide, Metal 
Gear Solid V: Ground Zeroes, and Metal Gear Online. 
Rated M.
P4-KO161032 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-KO161032 Xbox One $50

NASCAR Heat 
Evolution
© 2016 dusenBerry Martin racinG
NASCAR Heat Evolution features 
more than 40 drivers, all 23 licensed 

NASCAR Sprint Cup Series tracks, and a variety 
of gameplay modes. Rebuilt from the ground 
up, NASCAR Heat Evolution brings back the 
fun and excitement of NASCAR you know and 
love. Whether you’re a rookie or a trained racing 
veteran, the dynamic AI system adjusts to your 
skill level. There are new tracks, new damage, 
new drivers, and new game modes. Get behind 
the wheel to experience it all! Rated E.
P4-DM160905 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-DM160905 Xbox One $60

NBA 2K17: Early Tip 
Off Edition
© 2016 2K GaMes
Following the record-breaking 
launch of NBA 2K16, the NBA 2K 

franchise continues to stake its claim as the most 
authentic sports video game with NBA 2K17. As 
the franchise that “all sports video games should 
aspire to be, NBA 2K17 takes the game to new 
heights and continues to blur the lines between 
video game and reality. Rated E.
P3-TK160906 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-TK160906 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK160906 Xbox One $60
X3-TK160906 Xbox 360  $60

NHL 17
© 2016 electronic arts
All-new game modes, new and 
deeper experiences in fan-favorite 
modes, and the best on-ice gameplay 

ever make NHL 17 the most exciting NHL game 
to date. Live out your hockey fantasy in all-new 
Draft Champions and World Cup of Hockey 
game modes, own every zone with authentic 
goaltenders, new Net Battles on offense and 
defense, and bone-crushing Collision Physics. 
Take your team to the next level in the most 
customizable Hockey League ever and bring your 
game to life with dozens of thrilling new goal 
celebrations. No matter how you play the game, 
NHL 17 lets you shape your legacy on and off the 
ice. Rated E10.
P4-EA160917 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160917 Xbox One $60

Nintendo Selects: 
Animal Crossing: 
New Leaf
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a 

variety of re-released great games at a great 
price, including this one. Animal Crossing: New 
Leaf is loaded with unique characters, items, 
and activities to enjoy all year long. Customize 
outfits in countless ways. Furnish your house to 
reflect your personality. Visit the new Main Street 
shopping area. Swim in the ocean to find rare 
shellfish. Collect insects and fossils all year long. 
Rated E.
3DS-ND160941 3DS  $20

Nintendo Selects: The 
Legend of Zelda: The 
Wind Waker HD
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a variety of 

re-released great games at a great price, including 
this one. In this timeless classic with a unique 
and colorful art style, you will guide Link as 
he sets out on the massive Great Sea to find his 
kidnapped sister. Sail the seas in search of lost 
islands, fight fearsome enemies, take on mighty 
bosses and seek out the legendary Triforce. 
Rated E10.
WU-ND160940 Wii U  $20

Nintendo Selects: Lego 
City: Undercover
© 2016 Nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a variety 
of re-released great games at a great 

price, including this one. The popular Lego City 
vehicles and play sets come to life in the vast, 
open world of the Lego City: Undercover. As police 
officer Chase McCain, you are armed with clever 
disguises and special abilities. Run, drive and 
even fly through the city to put a stop to the 
fiendish Rex Fury and end his crime wave once 
and for all. Rated E10.
WU-ND160943 Wii U  $20

Nintendo Selects: 
Lego City Undercover: 
The Chase Begins
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a 

variety of re-released great games at a great price, 
including this one. Find out how the story of 
Chase McCain begins. Chase McCain is on his 
first assignment as a police officer and it’s up to 
you to help him clean up Lego City! After using 
his skills to infiltrate criminal organizations, help 
Chase finish the job by slapping cuffs on the bad 
guys. Rated E10.
3DS-ND160942 3DS  $20

Nintendo Selects: 
Luigi’s Mansion: 
Dark Moon
© 2016 nintendo

Nintendo Selects highlights a variety of rereleased 
great games at a great price, including this one. 
Help Luigi overcome ghastly ghosts, mind-
melting puzzles, and his own clumsiness in an 
all-new spooky adventure. Armed with his trusty 
Poltergust 5000, a ghost-catching vacuum cleaner, 
and all the courage of a wet napkin, the green-
hatted hero needs your help to battle through five 
massive mansions full of hidden passages and 
bone-chilling challenges. Rated E.
3DS-ND160947 3DS  $20

Nintendo Selects: 
Nintendo Land
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a variety 
of re-released great games at a great 
price, including this one. Nintendo 

Land is a fun and lively virtual theme park filled 
with attractions based on popular Nintendo 
game worlds. Each attraction features unique and 
innovative gameplay experiences. Depending 
on the attraction, players can play solo, compete 
against other players, or even team up to play 
cooperatively. Rated E10.
WU-ND160944 Wii U  $20
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Nintendo Selects: 
Nintendogs + Cats: 
Golden Retriever & 
New Friends
© 2016 nintendo

Nintendo Selects highlights a variety of rereleased 
great games at a great price, including this one. 
Interact with realistic puppies – and kittens – in 
a variety of fun ways. There are three versions 
of the software, each with different starting 
breeds: French Bulldog, Toy Poodle and Golden 
Retriever. But in each version players can unlock 
and enjoy more than 20 different breeds. Rated E.
3DS-ND160945 3DS  $20

Nintendo Selects: 
Tomodachi Life
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a 

variety of rereleased great games at a great 
price, including this one.  Your friends. Your 
drama. Your life. One island. One roof. Infinite 
possibilities for you and your Mii characters! A 
million Mii memes are just waiting to happen. 
Rated E.
3DS-ND160946 3DS  $20

Nintendo Selects: 
Pikmin 3
© 2016 nintendo
Nintendo Selects highlights a variety 
of rereleased great games at a great 

price, including this one. Take command of three 
explorers and a legion of adorable Pikmin in a 
fight for survival. Enlist the help of tiny Pikmin 
with unique abilities to solve puzzles, battle 
monstrous enemies, and retrieve food needed 
to save your depleted home planet. Explore an 
alien world from a pint-sized perspective, and 
experience the charming personality of Pikmin. 
Rated E10.
WU-ND160948 Wii U  $20

No Man’s Sky
© 2016 square enix 
In No Man’s Sky you explore an 
infinite universe where you will 
discover unique never-before-seen 

planets and lifeforms. A mystery lies at the center 
of the galaxy, an irresistible pulse that draws you 
on an epic voyage to discover the true nature of 
the cosmos. Your journey will be charged with 
danger, encountering hostile creatures and fierce 
pirates; in order to survive, you will need to 
prepare, upgrading your ship, suit and weapons. 
Whether you choose to fight, trade or explore, 
every decision you make has consequences, 
shaping your journey as you travel ever deeper 
into No Man’s Sky. Rated T.
P4-SE160811 PlayStation 4 $60

Olliolli: Epic Combo 
Edition
© 2016 u&i entertainMent
OlliOlli: Epic Combo Edition contains 
both OlliOlli and OlliOlli2: Welcome to 

Olliwood. OlliOlli was the original that destroyed 
controllers and shook up the skateboarding genre 
with more than 120 tricks and grinds across 50 
deviously crafted levels. OlliOlli2: Welcome to 
Olliwood is the souped-up sequel that brings  a 
whole new world of cinematic sass. New tricks, 
hills, ramps, reverts, and longer multi-route levels 
with outrageous lines. Play on your own or with 
friends.  Rated T.
P4-UI160812 PlayStation 4 $30

Paper Mario: Color 
Splash
© 2016 nintendo
Prism Island is being drained of 
its color in this turn-based action-

adventure RPG hybrid. Paper Mario’s paint 
hammer splashes paint on anything it hits, so he 
uses it to bring the color back to the island. 
Rated E.
WU-ND161020 Wii U  $60

Payday 2: The Big Score
© 2016 505 GaMes
It’s the biggest score in the history of 
Payday! Payday is an action-packed, 
four-player co-op shooter where 

you rob banks and get paid. The Crimewave 
Edition includes a rebuilt graphics engine for 
console, ramping up the visuals tenfold. See your 
master plans unfold in a hail of bullets like never 
before! Up to four friends co-operate as the crew 
tackles jobs that become bigger, better and more 
rewarding. Along the way, earn more money and 
customize your character with new skillsets that 
change the way you play, while also building 
your own arsenal of guns and gear. Rated M.
P4-FG161033 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-FG161033 Xbox One $50

Pro Evolution Soccer 
2017
© 2016 KonaMi
Pro Evolution Soccer 2017 sees the 
return of the multi-award winning 

franchise complete with an abundance of new 
features and quality improvements. This year’s 
tagline, “Control Reality,” encapsulates the focus 
of this year’s product, taking the award-winning 
gameplay to a new level by achieving interactive 
reality in both control and its new standard of 
authentic visuals. The immersion in the game 
presentation and interactive, tactical elements 
enhance the experience for the player, as the 
product aims to maximize the fun in playing 
against any player in every way. Rated E.
P3-KO160907 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-KO160907 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO160907 Xbox One $60
X3-KO160907 Xbox 360  $40

Psycho-Pass: Mandatory 
Happiness
© 2016 nis aMerica
In the near future, advanced 
technological developments have 

allowed one’s mental state and disposition to be 
quantified and profiled. For the public’s welfare, 
all emotions and thoughts are documented 
and managed by the Sibyl System. This system 
measures the quality of each person’s life by what 
is known as the Psycho-Pass, a reading of an 
individual’s mind, including assessing a person’s 
criminal capacity. Better watch those thoughts. 
The detectives of the Public Safety Bureau might 
be looking for someone like you. Rated T.
P4-NI160909 PlayStation 4 $50
PV-NI160909 PlayStation Vita $40

Recore
© 2016 Microsoft
As one of the last remaining humans 
on a planet controlled by robotic foes 
bent on your destruction, you must 

forge friendships with a courageous group of 
robot companions, each with unique abilities and 
powers. Lead this band of unlikely heroes on an 
epic adventure through a mysterious, dynamic 
world. You can’t save mankind alone. Rated T.
X1-MS160908 Xbox One $40

Resident Evil 4 HD 
© 2016 capcoM
Special agent Leon S Kennedy is 
sent on a mission to rescue the U.S. 
President’s daughter who has been 

kidnapped. Finding is way to a rural village in 
Europe, he faces new threats that are a departure 
from the traditional lumbering zombie enemies of 
the earlier installments in the series. Rated M.
P4-CP160813 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP160813 Xbox One $20

Resident Evil 5 HD   
© 2016 capcoM
From the ashes of old conflicts, a 
new terror arises. The Umbrella 
Corporation and its crop of lethal 

viruses have been destroyed and contained. 
But a new, more dangerous threat has emerged. 
Years after surviving the events in Raccoon City, 
Chris Redfield has been fighting the scourge of 
bio-organic weapons all over the world. Now a 
member of the Bio-terrorism Security Assessment 
Alliance (BSAA), Chris is sent to Africa to 
investigate a biological agent that is transforming 
the populace into aggressive and disturbing 
creatures. Joined by another local BSAA agent, 
Sheva Alomar, the two must work together to 
solve the truth behind the disturbing turn of 
events. Rated M.
P4-CP160701 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-CP160701 Xbox One $20
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Reus
© 2016 soedesco
In Reus, you control four giants. Each 
giant has its own unique powers 
that enable you to shape and evolve 

the planet. If you manage to combine their 
powers right, you’ll be able to create a peaceful 
environment for the humans on your planet. If 
you manage to keep your people happy, they will 
develop and expand their tribes. But don’t spoil 
them too much. If they become greedy, war is 
likely to break out on your watch. Rated E10.
P4-SO160919 PlayStation 4 $30

Rigs: Mechanized 
Combat League
© 2016 sony
Pilot your finely-tuned double-
gunned sports “RIG” in futuristic 

custom-built arenas where mechanized combat 
and sports collide head-on. Enjoy an incredible 
sense of immersion in this all-action sports 
shooter. Whether you forge your career in the 
Mechanized Combat League and compete to 
be the MVP of the ultimate team, or perform 
Trials for the crowds, pushing your RIG and 
challenging your skills to the extreme, you’ll 
earn credits and fame that open up a range of 
other Hero RIGS and AI teammates, giving you 
new ways to make tactical plays on the pitch. 
PlayStationVR headset and PlayStationCamera 
required and sold separately. Rated T.
PVR-SO161020 PlayStation 4VR $50

Rise of the Tomb Raider: 
20 Year Celebration
© 2016 square enix
Rise of the Tomb Raider:  20 Year 
Celebration includes the critically 

acclaimed Rise of the Tomb Raider, nominated 
for over 75 ‘Best Of’ awards.  With over 50 hours 
of gameplay and all-new content created to 
celebrate 20 years of the iconic Lara Croft.  This is 
the most comprehensive version of the award-
winning experience. In the critically acclaimed 
Tomb Raider, Lara Croft was forged into a true 
survivor, but she glimpsed a deeper, secret world. 
Now, after uncovering an ancient mystery, Lara 
must explore the most treacherous and remote 
regions of Siberia to find the secret of immortality 
before a ruthless organization known as Trinity. 
Lara must use her wits and survival skills, form 
new alliances, and ultimately embrace her destiny 
as the Tomb Raider. Rated M.
P4-SE161004 PlayStation 4 $60

River City Tokyo 
Rumble
© 2016 river city
River City: Tokyo Rumble follows the 

story of a hot-blooded high school student named 
Kunio and his good friends. When a nefarious 
gang moves into Tokyo to try to take it over, it’s 
up to this self-proclaimed “fighter for justice” 
and his buddies to make sure the streets stay safe! 
Punch, kick, use weapons such as soccer balls, 
iron knuckles, chains, and even bicycles to knock 
some sense into those devious gang members. 
Take on jobs, level up your abilities, and don’t 
forget to stop on occasion for a snack or two at 
the local food joints. Luckily, smiles are free!
Rated E10.
3DS-RC161021 3DS  $30

Rocket League
© 2016 505 GaMes
A futuristic sports action game, Rocket 
League, equips players with booster-
rigged vehicles that can be crashed 

into balls for incredible goals or epic saves 
across multiple, highly-detailed arenas. Using 
an advanced physics system to simulate realistic 
interactions, Rocket League relies on mass and 
momentum to give players a complete sense of 
intuitive control in this unbelievable, high-octane 
re-imagining of association football. Rated E.
FG160700  DVR/WIN $20
P4-FG160700 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-FG160700 Xbox One $30

Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms XIII
© 2016 KOEI
For 30 years, the Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms series have taken players 

into the world based on the beloved Chinese 
novel of the same name; to be a part of one of the 
most tumultuous times of history and privy to 
the political machinations between power-hungry 
factions makes for a perfect strategic experience, 
especially when each iteration of the game brings 
about new additions to the grand scheme of 
unifying 2nd century China. Rated E10.
P4-KO160711 PlayStation 4 $60

Runbow: Deluxe 
Edition
© 2016 u & i entertainMent
Join Hue and Val as they race 
through over 140 challenges in 

Adventure Mode to stop the evil Satura. Take 
on the Bowhemoth, if you dare. The Runbow 
Deluxe Edition includes the critically acclaimed 
party game with all the new levels, costumes, 
characters, and game modes. The world changes 
with each swipe of the background, so you’ll have 
to stay on your toes as platforms and obstacles 
disappear. With hundreds of levels, dozens of 
costumes, and more indie guest characters than 
you can handle, you better get ready to Runbow! 
Rated E.
WU-UI161034 Wii  U  $30

Shantae and the 
Pirate’s Curse
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Embark on a brand new adventure 

with Shantae, the hair-whipping, belly dancing 
genie. Shantae gains new weapons she can use to 
solve fiendish puzzles, battle fierce bosses, and 
maybe regain her genie magic along the way! 
This is one adventure you don’t want to miss! 
Rated E10.
3DS-MX160921 3DS  $30

Shantae: Half-Genie 
Hero Risky Boots 
Edition
© 2016 xseed
Shantae embarks on her first full HD 

adventure! Shantae uses her trademark Hair-
Whip Attack to dispatch enemies, then takes 
advantage of her Belly Dance Magic to transform 
into 8 different forms that each have their own 
unique abilities and move sets. As new forms 
are mastered, old stages can be re-explored to 
unearth new items and secrets, ensuring there’s 
plenty of content on offer for novices and 
platforming gurus alike. Topple the villainous 
Baron behind each criminal caper afflicting 
Sequin Land, and prepare for the ultimate 
showdown against Shantae’s arch-nemesis: that 
bodacious buccaneer, Risky Boots! Rated E10.
P4-XS160922 PlayStation 4 $30
PV-XS160922 PlayStation Vita $30
WU-XS160922 Wii U  $30

Sherlock Holmes: The 
Devil’s Daughter
© 2016 naMco
Become Sherlock Holmes. Use 
his powers of deduction and 

photographic memory to track down evil and 
untangle a web of intrigue. Face his worst 
enemies in a deadly chase for the truth. Survive 
this breathtaking new thriller that will test the 
limits of even the greatest detective’s nerves and 
intelligence. Rated T.
P4-NM161022 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-NM161022 Xbox One $50

Shin Megami Tensei 
IV: Apocalypse
© 2016 atlus
Shin Megami Tensei IV: Apocalypse 

depicts the remnants of Tokyo, ravaged by 
catastrophe. Demons and humans co-exist, but 
in this state, the remnants of humankind are just 
a prize being fought over by the higher deities. 
One lone Hunter, the game’s protagonist, meets 
an early demise and through a pact with a lesser 
god, is brought back to life in exchange for his 
pledge of servitude. From there, the protagonist 
allies with other Hunters in the ruins of post-
apocalyptic Tokyo beginning a plot that crosses 
over with the events of the original Shin Megami 
Tensei IV. Rated M.
3DS-AT160923 3DS  $50
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Shiren the Wanderer: 
Tower of Fortune & Dice 
of Fate
© 2016 aKsys 
Fans of old school RPG adventure 

games rejoice! Beautiful 2D art is brought to life in 
high resolution while players help to rescue their 
fallen friends. Multiplayer mode allows players 
to work together or in competition. Rated E10.
PV-KO160711 PlayStation Vita $40

Silent Hill: 
Homecoming
© 2016 KonaMi
The story follows Alex Shepher, 

returning to his hometown of Shepherd’s Glen 
to investigate the sudden disappearance of 
his brother. From Shepherds Glen to the foggy 
streets of Silent Hill, Alex must face the darkest 
of horrors in order to find his brother. Struggling 
with his own grip on reality, Alex must unravel 
the mystery behind his nightmares, discover 
the truth behind his brother’s and fathers 
disappearances, and confront the evil that has 
taken hold of his own flesh and blood. Rated M.
P3-KO160908 PlayStation 3 $20

Sonic Boom: Fire & Ice
© 2016 seGa
Dr. Egg man has discovered the 
supercharged element ragnium on 

the mythical Island of Ragna Rock. Using this fuel 
to power his ultra-fast bot racers is his latest plan 
to discredit his eternal rival Sonic, but backed by 
ragnium, fire and ice, a robot army, and D-Fekt, 
an unflinchingly powerful henchman, this time 
Dr. Egg man just may succeed. Sonic and friends 
must re-claim each island by destroying enemies, 
vanquishing the Island Defender, winning rival 
races, and reversing the flow of the elemental 
tubes. Rated E.
3DS-SG160924 3DS  $40

Steamworld Collection
© 2016 MaxiMuM GaMes
Two action-packed games from 
the SteamWorld series in one box! 
Available together for the first time, 

discover the critically acclaimed titles SteamWorld 
Dig and SteamWorld Heist. Rated E10.
P4-MX161023 PlayStation 4 $30
WU-MX161023 Wii U  $30

Style Savvy: Fashion 
Forward
© 2016 nintendo
As a trendsetting stylist in 

Beaumonde City, you’ll get to know locals by 
traveling to fashion industry hotspots around 
town. Build relationships by connecting 
people with the styles they love. Then set 
your own trends by designing your look with 
19,000 different articles of clothing, items, and 
accessories. Ready to take on the rest of the 
world? Rated E.
3DS-ND160814 3DS  $30

Titanfall 2
© 2016 electronic arts
Pilot and Titan unite as never 
before. Experience a single player 
campaign that explores the unique 

bond between man and machine. Dominate the 
competition in multiplayer action, featuring 
six all-new Titans, enhanced Pilot abilities, an 
expanded customization system, new maps, 
weapons and much more. Rated M.
EA161024  PC Software $60
P4-EA161024 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA161024 Xbox One $60

Tokyo Twilight Ghost 
Hunters Daybreak: 
Special Gigs
© 2016 aKsys
Tokyo Twilight Ghost Hunters Daybreak: 

Special Gigs weaves a story that pushes the 
boundaries of reality as you battle restless spirits 
causing chaos throughout Tokyo! Tokyo Twilight 
Ghost Hunters Daybreak: Special Gigs weaves a 
story that pushes the boundaries of reality as you 
battle restless spirits causing chaos throughout 
Tokyo! Rated T.
P4-AK160925 PlayStation 4 $50

Touhou Genso Rondo: 
Bullet Ballet
© 2016 KOEI
Touhou Genso Rondo: Bullet Ballet is a 
remastered shoot ‘em up that takes 

place in the Touhou universe. Select from 10 
playable girls and dive straight into bullet hell! 
Reminiscent of a fighting game, Genso Rondo 
takes the traditional shoot ‘em up genre and 
infuses it with a 1v1 battle scenario, allowing 
for a unique gameplay experience. Learn more 
about the Touhou characters in Story Mode as 
you progress through the game, blasting your 
opponent with a barrage of beautiful bullets. Or if 
you are feeling confident, jump into online battle 
mode. Rated E10.
P4-KO160926 PlayStation 4 $30

Tropico 5: Complete 
Collection
© 2016 Kalypso Media
You, as El President, will first take 

control of the infamous island of Tropico during 
early colonial times and then guide it through the 
centuries as the world changes and moves ever 
forward. You must tackle the changing needs of 
your people, as well as opposing governments 
and factions, and thus lay the foundations for 
your own dynasty. As you move through your 
years in office you can promote members of 
your extended family on the island to positions 
of power. As your influence and wealth grows, 
so do the threats to your burgeoning island 
superpower. Can you survive both World Wars, 
prosper through the Great Depression, rule as 
an iron-fisted dictator through the Cold War 
and advance your country to modern times and 
beyond? Rated T.
P4-KM161025 PlayStation 4 $50

Tumblestone
© 2016 u&i entertainMent
Tumblestone is the first original 
action-puzzle game of the past twenty 
years. Race against your friends in 

multiplayer or challenge yourself in story mode. 
Solve progressively more difficult and creative 
puzzles, help a sausage make friends, and 
find out what happened to the Tumble crown. 
Tumblestone completely reinvents the matching 
genre into a deep and cerebral puzzle solving 
experience that you won’t forget. Rated E.
P4-UI160815 PlayStation 4 $30
WU-UI160815 Wii U  $30

Until Dawn: Rush of 
Blood
© 2106 sony
Until Dawn: Rush of Blood has seven 
horrifying and highly replayable 

levels, each themed around a different nightmare. 
Dive back into the nightmare on harder difficulty 
levels to challenge yourself and top the global 
leaderboards. Fight your nightmares with 6 
different dual wielded weapons, from trusty 
pistols and shotguns to explosive flare guns - 
you’ll need whatever you can get your hands on 
to fight your way out. PlayStationVR headset and 
PlayStationCamera required and sold separately. 
Rated M.
PVR-SO161026 PlayStation 4VR $20

Valentino Rossi: The 
Game
© 2016 square enix
Valentino Rossi: The Game brings 
the exciting worlds of MotoGP 

and Valentino Rossi in the most realistic and 
feature-complete motorcycle racing experience 
ever. Participate in the official 2016 MotoGP 
championship and discover the world of Valentino 
Rossi, with unique modes and all-new challenges 
dedicated to the career of the 9-time World 
Champion. Rated E.
P4-SE160712 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-SE160712 Xbox One $50

Warhammer: End Times 
- Vermintide
© 2106 nordic GaMes
The world is ending, though few 
believe it. The once proud city of 

Ubersreik now stands in ruin at the hands of the 
dreaded Skaven army. Few have survived their 
ruthless invasion. Team up with 3 friends and 
work together to thin out the ratmen’s forces and 
drive them out of the city. Assume the role of 
one of five heroes, and hack, slash, smash, burn 
and pierce the vile Skaven using a multitude of 
weapons. This is our last stand and only you can 
stem the Vermintide. Rated M.
P4-NG161027 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-NG161027 Xbox One $40
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The Witcher: Wild Hunt 
Complete Edition
© 2016 Warner Bros.
Become a professional monster slayer 
and embark on an adventure of epic 

proportions! Upon its release, The Witcher 3: Wild 
Hunt became an instant classic, claiming over 250 
Game of the Year awards. Now you can enjoy this 
huge, over 100-hour long, open-world adventure 
along with both its story-driven expansions 
worth an extra 50 hours of gameplay. This edition 
includes all additional content: new weapons, 
armor, companion outfits, new game mode and 
side quests. Rated M.
WB160933 WIN/DVR $50
P4-WB160933 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-WB160933 Xbox One $50

World of Final Fantasy
© 2016 square enix
Embark on an adventure unlike 
any before. With charming, stylized 
visuals for both the young and 

the young at heart, players will collect, raise, 
and battle iconic monsters by stacking them 
to form adorable yet strategic monster towers. 
Two siblings journey to a mysterious land to 
rediscover their lost memories. In this peculiar 
place where stacking things on one’s head is 
perfectly normal, the young monster tamers will 
encounter new friends and familiar heroes as they 
learn the truth about their pasts. Rated E10.
P4-SE161028 PlayStation 4 $60
PV-SE161028 PlayStation Vita $40

Worlds
© 2016 sony
Go nose to nose with a great white 
shark, crawl through decaying 
space hulks, weave between 

oncoming traffic, survive a futuristic sport or 
take part in a gritty London gangster thriller. 
Compete with friends in the living room and 
other gamers around the globe on the VR 
Worlds Leaderboards. Something for everyone, 
from the casual player to the gaming veteran. 
PlayStationVR headset and PlayStationCamera 
required and sold separately. Rated M.
PVR-SO161029 PlayStation 4VR $40

Worms W.M.D.
© 2016 u&i entertainMent
The worms are back in their most 
destructive game yet. With a 
gorgeous, hand-drawn 2D look, 

brand new weapons, the introduction of vehicles 
and buildings plus the return of some much-
loved classic weapons and gameplay, Worms 
W.M.D. is the best Worms experience ever. 
Rated T.
P4-UI160927 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UI160927 Xbox One $30

WWE 2K17
© 2016 2K GaMes
WWE 2K17 arrives as the reigning and 
defending flagship WWE video game 
franchise champion! Get ready to be 

taken to Suplex City courtesy of cover Superstar 
Brock Lesnar! WWE 2K17 features stunning 
graphics, ultra-authentic gameplay and a massive 
roster of WWE and NXT’s popular Superstars 
and Legends. Rated T.
P3-TK161007 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-TK161007 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK161007 Xbox One $60
X3-TK161007 Xbox 360  $60

XCOM 2
© 2016 2K GaMes
Earth has changed. Twenty years have 
passed since world leaders offered 
an unconditional surrender to alien 

forces. XCOM, the planet’s last line of defense, 
was left decimated and scattered. Now, in XCOM 
2, the aliens rule Earth, building shining cities 
that promise a brilliant future for humanity on 
the surface, while concealing a sinister agenda 
and eliminating all who dissent from their new 
order. Rated T.
P4-TK160928 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK160928 Xbox One $60

Yo-Kai Watch 2: Bony 
Spirits
© 2016 nintendo
Watch out! The strangely charming 

troublemakers, Yo-kai, are back for an all-new 
adventure! Find, befriend, and battle more than 
350 new and returning Yo-kai. Hop on a train to 
seek out new towns and new Yo-kai. Teaming 
up with the heroic cat, Hovernyan, travel back in 
time to save Springdale, and witness the origin of 
the Yo-kai Watch! Rated E10.
3DS-ND160929 3DS  $40

Yo-Kai Watch 2: 
Fleshy Souls
© 2016 nintendo
Embark on an all-new adventure 

in Springdale with more than 350 new and 
returning Yo-kai to discover and befriend-each 
with a unique look, personality, and Soultimate 
Move. Assemble your team of 6 Yo-kai on your 
Yo-kai Watch to battle troublemaking Yo-kai, 
solve people’s problems, and end a civil war 
between competing Yo-kai factions. Rated E10.
3DS-ND160930 3DS  $40

Yomawari: Night Alone
© 2016 KOEI
In the depths of a labyrinthine ruin, 
a young girl named Mion rises from 
a deep sleep. Lost, alone, and with 

no memory of how she got here or where her 
parents are, she is greeted by two fireflies-one 
composed entirely of light, and another who 
lurks among the shadows. By shifting between a 
world of light and a world of shadows, these two 
fireflies must work together to recover Mion’s 
memories and lead her out of the ruins, where 
voracious shadow beasts, ancient machines, and 
treacherous traps lie in wait to bar her path. But 
what secrets do Mion’s lost memories contain? 
Rated T.
PV-KO161030 PlayStation Vita  $40

Zero Time Dilemma
© 2016 aKsys
Series mastermind Kotaro Uchikoshi 
has pulled out all the stops for 
the latest installment in the pulse 

pounding Zero Escape saga. Diabolic new 
puzzles and fully animated story sections push 
the boundaries of interactive storytelling.
Newcomers and familiar faces round out a robust 
cast of characters. Rated M.
3DS-AK160617 3DS  $40
PV-AK160617 PlayStation Vita $40

Ziggurat 
© 2016 soedesco
Become a neophyte sorcerer, and get 
ready for your rite of passage. Enter 
the labyrinth and face dangerous 

challenges to prove your worth and become a 
powerful wizard! The game focuses on fast-paced 
first person shooting, with an old-school vibe, 
and updated handling and game mechanics. 
Fight almighty bosses, get through rooms filled 
with traps, and treasures that may help you 
in your journey. Each game is a whole new 
experience! Rated T.
P4-SO160618 PlayStation 4 $20
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